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• A blood type is a classification of blood, based on the presence and absence of antibodies 
and inherited antigenic substances on the surface of red blood cells. 
 

• The most well-known and medically important blood types are classified according to the 

ABO  & Rhesus systems.   
 

• In blood typing, antigens on the surfaces of red blood cells (RBCs) are also known as 
agglutinogens (because they often cause blood cell agglutination)and the antibodies that 
react against them are also called agglutinins. 
 

• According to the ABO system, Red blood cells are classified into 4 classical groups: A, B, AB, 
and O. 

 : 

People with type A blood will have the A antigen on the 
surface of their red cells (as shown in the table 
beside).  As a result, anti-A antibodies will not be 
produced by them because they would cause the 
destruction of their own blood.  However, if B type 
blood is injected into their systems, anti-B antibodies in 
their plasma will recognize it as alien and burst or 
agglutinate the introduced red cells in order to cleanse 
the blood of alien protein.  

  

People with type B blood will have B antigen & anti-A antibodies. 

  

Individuals with type O blood do not produce ABO 
antigens.  Therefore, their blood normally will not be 
rejected when it is given to others with different ABO 
types.   

  

  Those who have type AB blood do not make any ABO 
antibodies.  Their blood does not discriminate against any 
other ABO type.  Consequently, they are universal 
receivers for transfusions, but their blood will be 
agglutinated when given to people with every other type 
because they produce both kinds of antigens 

https://www2.palomar.edu/anthro/blood/sounds/ABO.mp3
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• These antigens are also present in other tissues  such as the salivary glands, the kidneys, 
the liver, the lungs, the semen, intestine and the amniotic fluid. 

 

• These antibodies are not usually found in the plasma of newborn babies ( at birth ), as they 
only start to appear gradually between the 2nd and 8th month after birth, probably in 
response to antigens (A &/or B)  taken in from food of animal origin, especially meat, and in 
some bacteria in the environment. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

the inheritance of the A and B antigens is dictated by the A and B genes. The O gene doesn’t 

produce any demonstrable red cell antigen. This is the reason why group A genotype can be AA 

(homozygous) or AO (Heterozygous). Similarly, for group B, the possible genotype is BB or BO, 

while for blood group O, the only possible genotype is OO. Group Ab has both A and B genes, 

and the only possible genotype is AB. Knowing these genotypes is useful in working out the 

probable blood group of an offspring on the basis of the knowledge of the blood genotypes of 

the father and mother. It is also helpful in sorting out disputed parentage of the child. 

NOTE: in the table below ,offspring genotypes are shown in black. Phenotypes are red  

Again, Both A and B alleles are dominant over O.  As 

a result, individuals who have an AO genotype will 

have an A phenotype.  People who are type O have 

OO genotypes.  In other words, they inherited a 

recessive O allele from both parents. The A and B 

alleles are codominant.  Therefore, if an A is 

inherited from one parent and a B from the other, 

the phenotype will be AB. Agglutination tests will 

show that these individuals have the characteristics 

of both type A and type B blood. 

Additional info:  What is the difference between a genotype and a phenotype? 

The term “genotype” can refer to the two alleles inherited for a particular gene. while 

the term ‘pheno’ in “phenotype” refers to ‘observe’ and thus phenotype is used to 

indicate the observable characteristics in organisms like their heights and colors. 
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The surface of the RBCs doesn’t only contain the ABO antigens , but also contains many other 

series of genetically determined glycoproteins and glycolipids that act as blood group antigens. 

They appear early in life and remain unchanged throughout life. More than 100 blood antigens 

have been described out of which at least 15 well- defined RBC group systems exist in most 

racial groups. Of these, only two are of major importance in clinical medicine :The ABO and 

rhesus (RH) system. Other blood group systems include:  MM , MN , NN , PP , Pp , kell , Lewis, 

kid , Lutheran , Duffy , and others. 

 

 

The Rh system is described on the basis of the presence or absence of the rhesus antigen (D) 

on the surface of RBCs . if present , the individual is said to be ( D positive ) or ( Rh positive ). 

85% of Europeans ,( 90-95)% of Arabs and Africans , 98% of Asians are Rh+ or D+ → meaning 

that they:       1) have D antigens on their RBCs. 

2) don’t have antibodies against them in their plasma 

If absent the individual is described as Rh negative or D negative . So, we can say that 15% of 

Europeans don’t have the D antigen on their RBCs surfaces. Also, they do not have 

antibodies against the D antigen in their plasma, unless they’ve been exposed to D 

antigens. 

 

 

There are at least 3 sets of alternative antigens in the Rh system : 

D or d C or c E or e 

 

However , D is a strong antigen and therefore clinically more important than the others .          

In blood banks , Rh grouping is performed with anti-D serum .  
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Note : Regarding the following two tables, Dr. Saleem just read them and said that in all 

races blood group O is the most common Type and that there is a variation in the Rh Blood 

groups. 

 

- - Racial distribution of blood groups by % in the united states : 

 

 A B AB O Rh+ Rh- 

whites 41 1
0 

4 45 85 15 

Blacks 28 2
0 

5 47 90 10 

Chinese 28 2
3 

13 36 99 1 

Indians 3 0 0 97 100 0 
 

 

- Racial distribution of blood groups by percentage in Jordan among 300 

students : 

 

 

 

 

dominant (DD) or heterozygous (Dd) are Rh+. Those  shomozygou ndividuals who areI

.)antigens hRny a(i.e., they do not have  -hR recessive (dd) are shomozygou who are 

 

Now, If a woman is Rh-negative (just like in the previous example), and is pregnant, and 

the fetus is Rh-positive; then when some RBCs from the fetus pass into the maternal 

blood (which is possible during the delivery), then  the mother is going to produce D-

antibodies as they recognize D antigen as a foreign antigen. Later, in recurring pregnancy 

with Rh positive babies, Rh antibodies attack the Rh-positive baby’s blood cells, causing    

Rh disease.  

A B AB O Rh+ Rh- 

39 14 9 39 97 3 


